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The Chapman Driver Seat has been setting
standards for comfort and durability for
decades. Look around any bus depot in the UK,
Europe or even the Far East and you will soon
notice that the majority of driver seats are
Chapman. Why? It’s simple - Chapman seats
have provided bus and coach operators with
a comfortable, robust and serviceable driver
seat that just keeps on going. All our seating
products are designed with comfort, function
and serviceability in mind.

Chapman Driver Seating was acquired by A.E.
Harris & Co (Birmingham) Ltd in August 2010
and with over 130 years’ experience in a variety
of disciplines from laser cutting to tube bending,
A.E. Harris now make all metal components
found within the Chapman range of products.

Chapman are the preferred supplier to the top
5 UK operators as well as many large and small
independent operators and offer an unrivalled
service in the bus industry. We work with the
operators to ine tune the speciication and
supply directly to the bus builders whilst dealing
with the aftermarket through a number of
carefully chosen distributors.

Both A E Harris and Chapman Driver Seating are
ISO9001:2008 accredited.

Most driver seats are supplied through
distributors only - Chapman manufacture
and support their products from their central
Birmingham factory.

TESTING
Most Chapman products have been thoroughly tested to meet the standards required from this
demanding industry. Seat assemblies with seat-belts have been pull tested at MIRA to M3 76/115/
EEC standard and extensive load and durability testing has been undertaken at Millbrook Proving
Ground’s testing facilities on our latest height adjusters.
For further information about product testing, please see the relevant product page or our web site.
For further information or technical support please call 0845 838 2305 or visit our website.
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